
Zola Jesus
Okovi: Additions (Gray & Black Starburst Vinyl)

track listing:
Vacant (3:36)
Bound (3:06)
Pilot Light (2:28)
Bitten Wool (3:15)
Ash to Bone (Johnny Jewel Remix) (3:17)
Siphon (Katie Gately Remix) (3:24)
Exhumed (Randall Dunn and Aaron Weaver [Wolves in 
the Throne Room] Remix) (4:00)
Soak (Joanne Pollock Remix) (4:10)

key information / selling Points:
Hometown / Key Markets: 
Merrill, Wis., New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Austin, Portland

Selling Points / Key Press: 
Limited edition, one-time pressing of 2500 units of gray 
and black starburst vinyl
Includes four songs from the Okovi sessions and four 
remixes by Johnny Jewel, Katie Gately, Wolves in the 
Throne Room, and Joanne Pollock
Okovi was one of the most acclaimed albums of 2017, 
with appearances on the year-end lists of Pitchfork, 
Stereogum, Bandcamp, and Cosmopolitan
First single from Additions confirmed for Adult Swim 
Singles Series premiere

selected related catalog
SBR-022 Zola Jesus The Spoils cd/lp
SBR-062 Zola Jesus Conatus cd/lp
SBR-184 Zola Jesus Okovi cd/lp
SBR-185 Zola Jesus Stridulum cd/lp

catalog #: SBR-197
genre: Alternative/Electronic
release date: 4/6/2018
available formats: lP-c1
UPc-lP-c1: 616892568247 
exPort restrictions: None
vinyl is not retUrnable
box lot: lP 30

label contact:
Sacred Bones Records
144 N. 7th Street #413
Brooklyn, NY 11211
info@sacredbonesrecords.com
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gray and black starbUrst lP

Zola Jesus’ Okovi: Additions lp offers a new angle on her 2017 album, Okovi. The 
collection pairs four previously unreleased songs from the Okovi sessions with 
four remixes by a diverse cast of artists. 
 
Johnny Jewel turns “Ash to Bone” into a late-night cinematic torch song, Tri 
Angle Records composer Katie Gately’s “Siphon” is a dark choir of warping an-
gels, black metal band Wolves in the Throne Room’s take on “Exhumed” makes 
the pounding industrial anthem even denser and heavier, and Toronto producer 
Joanne Pollock (formerly one half of Poemss with Venetian Snares’ Aaron 
Funk) makes “Soak” feel like an aching classical standard— until it starts warping 
in on itself and goes somewhere else entirely. 

The songs on Additions traverse a vast amount of sonic ground, but taken together, 
they cohere remarkably well as an album, all while serving to enrich the experi-
ence of Okovi.

“These four new songs were intended to be on Okovi,” Nika Roza Danilova 
explains. “Each of them represents a snapshot of my journey in making the record, 
and are just as precious to me as the songs that made it onto the final track listing. 
The remixes are beloved in their own way, as most were born from organic cir-
cumstances, and have drawn the original songs into completely new atmospheres.”


